AnST~ACT. Decompositions of regular events into star events, i.e. events of the form W = V*, are studied. Mathematically, the structure of a star event is that of a monoid. First it is shown that every regular event contains a finite Humber of maximal star events, which are shown to be regular and can be effectively computed. Necessary and sufficient conditions for a regular event to be the union of its maximal star events are found. Next, star events are factored out from arbitrary events, yielding the form W = V*T. For each W there exists a unique largest V* and a unique smallest T; an algorithm for finding suitable regular expressions for V and T is developed. Finally, an open problem of Paz and Peleg is answered: Every regular event is decomposable as a finite product of star events and prime events.
Introduction
Let A be a finite alphabet and A* the free monoid generated by A. An event iV is a subset of A*. If W happens to be a submonoid of A*, then W = W*, and W is called a star event. Star events and their properties have been studied previously [2, 4] . In this paper we study the structure of regular events by decomposing the events, using the star event as a basic building block. We deal mainly with regular events, although many results apply to arbitrary events.
hi Section 2 the basic definitions and notation are given. The known results for star events are briefly summarized in Section 3. In Section 4 it is shown that every regular event contains a finite number of maximal star events, and an algorithm for finding these maximal star events is presented. Necessary and sufficient conditions for a regular event to be the union of all of its maximal star events are developed. Incidentally, an infinite maximal monoid contained in a regular event is related to a maximal submonoid of the well-known finite monoid [3] of the automaton accepting the regular event.
We next look for star events which can be factored out from a given event. Section 5 contains a discussion of (left) comet events of the form C = ST where is a star event and T is called the tail of C. Every comet event has a unique canonical form which uses the largest star S~ and the smallest tail T= such that C = S MT~. An algorithm, using a nondeterministic state diagram, is developed for finding, in a convenient form, the smallest tail of a regular comet. Canonical forms for right comets and two-sided comets are also found.
Fi~xally, in Section 6 we present an answer to an open problem suggested by Paz a~d Peleg [4] . Iris proved that every regular event is decomposable as a product of ,~ finite number of star events and prime events (an event is prime if i~ has no proper decomposition as a product). Unfortunately, such decompositions are not ~ique.
Definitions and Notation
Let A = {al, a2, -.. , a~} be a finite, nonempty alphabet of Ic distinct letters ai. A string of n > 0 letters of A is a word w of length l(w) = n. The empty word is denoted by X, I(X) = 0. A* denotes the free monoid generated by A. Any subset of A* is called an event. The empty event is denoted by ~, and A = {~}. Let U and V be events; then U U V, U A V, and UV are the ration, intersection, and product of U and V where UV = {w I w = uv, uC U, v C V}. Also U = A* -U is the complement of U, and U* U~=oU • For any word w = ailai~ ... aim, l(w) > 0, the reverse of wis the wordw "r = ai~a~_, ... a;~, and X T = X. The reverse of an event U is defined by U T = {u [ u = w T for some w C U}.
For u E A*, W ~ A*, the left quotie,~t of W by u is u\W = {x [ ux E W}. Regular expression is defined inductively:
(1) ai for 1 ~ i _~ k, ~, and ~ are regular expressions.
(2) If P and Q are regular expressions, then so are P U Q, P rl Q, PQ, P* and P.
Given a regular expression R, I R I is the event denoted by R. An event W is called regular iff there exists a regular expression R such that W --I R I. If R is ~ regular expression and w E A*, then DwR is a regular expression denoting ~/\t R I, and it is called a derivative of R with respect to w [1] .
If no formal distinction is necessary, for convenience we use regular expressions and derivatives to mean regular events and quotients.
A finite automaton (or simply automaton) (~ over alphabet A is a quadruple (~ = (Q, M, q~, F) where Q is a finite, nonempty set of states, q, E Q is the initial state, F ~ Q is the set of final states, and M is the transition function: Q X A --~ 2 ~ (the range consisting of finite subsets of Q). If the range of M consists of subsets having a single state only, a is said to be deterministic; otherwise, it is nondeterministic. The transition function is extended to A*:
M(q~ , wa) = {q' I there exists q E M(ql , w) such that q' E M(q, a)}. £ word w E A* is accepted by a iff (M(qt, w) N F) is not empty. The set of all words accepted by a will be denoted by T(a) and is regular [8] . Also, for each regular event R there exists a unique, reduced deterministic automaton [8] which will be denoted by no(R). Since there exists a 1-1 correspondence between the set of states Q of no(R) and the set of all distinct derivatives of R (see [1] ), the derivative which corresponds to a state q C Q will be denoted by D~.
We further extend the transition function M as follows: M: 2 Q X 2 x° ~ 2 e where for everyQ~CQandW~A*, M(Qi , W) = {q i q E Q and q E M(q~ , w) t'or some q~ E Q1, w E W}. Leta = (Q, M, q~, F} beauautomaton. Thenforany q' E Q, F' .C Q, a( q', F') denotes (Q, M, q', F'). 
Star Events
An event W ~ A* is a star event iff W = V* for sortie V ~ A*. The basic results for star events are summarized below [2, 4] .
(1) The following equivalent conditions are necessary and sufficient for W ~ A* to be a star event:
(a) W= W*. 
Star Events Contained in a Regular Event
We now consider the problem of finding star events contained in a regular evenl R. is not always computable. However it was proved in [6] that M,(Y) is computable whenever Y is a context-free language and, in particular, whenever Y is a regular set.
In
the following theorems let R be a regular event and a = ao(R) = (Q, M, q~, F). L~MMA 4.2. Let S~ be any star event contained in, R. Then ( a) S~ ~ str ( M~( S~) ), and (b) there exists a maximal star S of R containing S~ such that S = str B where B D MI(Si).
PI~OOF Finally, we remark that ultimate definite events [5] are simply comet events whose star is A*. 
M~(t~) = M(q~, t~t~) = M(M(q~, t~), t~) = ~(M~(t~), t~)

M(M~(T~T~), t~) _~ M~(T~T~T~) .c F.
Hence t~t~ ~ T~T~T~, and ~ E T~. By reasoning similar to that used in proving Lemma 6.8, using Lemma 6.5, it can be seen that all sets B,~, i = 1, 2, • • • , are distinct. Therefore this decomposition procedure must terminate after at most 2 ~ steps. Since at each step we add at most #Q factors, the total number of factors in the decomposition cannot exceed #Q. 2 ~ ~.
Remark. The decomposition procedure described above is not unique; i.e. a regular event R may be decomposed by this process into a concatenation of stars and primes in more than one way. This is due to the fact that the factoring of a prime event described in Lemma 6.8 is not necessarily unique. This will be illustrated by the following example.
Example 7.1. Let R be the event accepted by the automaton shown in Figure 4 , where the empty derivative is not shown. The reader may easily verify that R can be denoted by the following two regular expressions, R = (0 U X) [10 U (3 U 21)(21)*(10 U 0)]* (~ U 3 U 21)(21)* 1, R = (3 U x) [21 U (0 U 10)(10)*(21 U 3)]* (h U 0 U 10)(10)* 1.
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